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 Since 1978, USST has been providing training at postgraduate level in 27 

master degree programs and 8 doctoral degree programs.  

Over 9000 graduate students study in USST. ( Ph.D. Candidates over 650 ) 
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 图2 各对应学科门类在校研究生所占比重 
（截至2018年9月30日） 

1 General Information for Graduat Education in USST 



  

 In 2020, Doctoral degree supervisor 256 ；Master 

degree supervisor 1135; 

博士生导师 
硕士生导师 

（不含博导） 
联合培养单位导师 

2015年 129 745 535

2020年 256 1135 1113
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1 General Information -Supervisors 



  

 Since 2010, all Doctoral degree dissertations are subject to 
national quality check ； 

 High quality publications by graduate students as first 
author increased dramatically; 

The SCI journal paper publication by graduate 

students increase in recent 3 years 

The A level publication by graduate 

students increases in recent 3 years 

1 General Information -Achievements 



  

2 Post-graduate students Timetable and Requirements 

Year Semester Graduated student Supervisior

1

（Autumn）

Selecting courses （discussion

with supervisor）（satisfy the

requirements） （online system

and off-line printing）

Check and signuature on printed version

2

（Spring）

if needed, slightly modify the

course selection scheme;

Finish the course credits.

Check and signuature on  printed version

Timtable for Graduate Students

1

 First year: learning courses；Reading papers；Join the 
Group; Begin research work (calculate, experiment) 



  

2 Post-graduate students Timetable and Requirements 

 Second year: Topic Selection defense; Middle-term 
quality check defense; research; 

Year Semester Graduate student Supervisor

Timetable for Graduate Students

3

（Autumn）

Check the credit points;

Research Topic Selection

and Defense

Academic seminars

(online and off-line)

Help the Research Topic selection and

organize the defense;

Guide the academic meeting and

seminars

4

（Spring）

Middle-term quality check

and Defense;

Finish the seminars reports

;(online and off-line)

Organize the middle-term quality

check defense ;mark the seminar

reports;

2



  

2 Post-graduate students Timetable and Requirements 

 Third year: Degree Thesis; Finial defense；Apply 
for the degree；  

Year Semester Graduate student Supervisor

Timtable for Graduate Students

5

（Autumn）

Research publication;

Writing the degree thesis ;

Finial defense;

Guide publication, guide the degree thesis;

organize the defense if needed;

6

（Spring）

Finish the disseration and

dissertation defense;

Apply for the degree

Suggest to apply for the degree;

3



  

2 Post-graduate students Timetable and Requirements 

 Basic Requirements for degree: 

1) Credit points;   

2) Submit all of the required defense online and off-line ( start 
research topic defense,  mid-term defense;  seminar and 
reports record); ( missing will be delayed) 

3) Language requirement:  CHINESE proficiency HSK 3 (for 
English-taught program) OR HSK 5 ( for program taught in 
Chinese language); 

4) Academic products requirements (details on the next slide) 

5) Dissertation quality check ( copy check + blind review check)  

6) Finial defense  



  

2 Post-graduate students Timetable and Requirements 



  

2 Post-graduate students Timetable and Requirements 



  

2 Post-graduate students Timetable and Requirements 
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学籍管理及毕业要求《上海理工大学研究生学籍管理规定》上理工〔2017〕120 号 

2 Post-graduate students Timetable and Requirements 

Postgraduates students status management  
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Master students：  

    Full time study period：2.5 years – 3 years； 

    The maximum study period is no longer than 5 years（Including 

suspension and retention of school status ） 

 

 Doctoral degree candidates 

     Full time study period：3 years； 

    Normally, maximum study period is no longer than 6 years（Including 

suspension and retention of school status ） 

   Special situation, with proper approval, the longest period is 8 years. （

Including suspension and retention of school status ） 

    

2 Post-graduate students Timetable and Requirements 
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 Academic Ethics education on scientific 

morality for graduate freshmen has been 

carried out since 2011.  

 

 It is very important for the whole 

academic life.  

 

3  Academic Ethics Construction 
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3. 1 Science and technology are the first productive forces  

投稿多 

录用少 

Integrity is the most important thing  

3  Academic Ethics Construction 
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Case 1  In 2019, a famous actor was stripped of his Ph.D; 

                          His qualification of postdoctoral recruitment was canceled. 

                         The supervisor was disqualified by his university. 

3. 2 scientific morality and some cases 

Doctors who don't understand CNKI are not real doctors 

3  Academic Ethics Construction 
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Case 2 Gene – Edited  Baby ( against Ethics and morality)  

3.2 scientific morality and some cases 

3  Academic Ethics Construction 
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Case 3  Japan in 2014 – Nature– Supervisor suicide   

3.2 scientific morality and some cases 

3  Academic Ethics Construction 
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Case 3  Japan in 2014 –Supervisor suicide / quit  

3.2 scientific morality and some cases 

3  Academic Ethics Construction 
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Jan Hendrik Schon, a German 

scientist, joined Bell Laboratories in 

New Jersey in 1998. The young man, 

who spent nine years studying for a 

doctorate, seems to be a diligent and 

active researcher.  

Case 4 Bell Lab（2002 in USA，Germany） 

3.2 scientific morality and some cases 

3  Academic Ethics Construction 
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3.3  Against the scientific ethics and morality   

 

（1）Cheating： steal other person’s idea 

 

（2）Copy： Copy from other manuscript  

 

（3）Fake data: False data and pictures in the experiments 

           

（4）Incorrect naming author: add the name without work 

 

（5）One manuscript for double or more publication：   

publish twice or more 

 

（6）Other activities against the basic Ethics : buy the SCI  

 

 

 

3  Academic Ethics Construction 
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Academician Zhong Nanshan, a famous 

doctor in China. In 2003 the SARS and 

covid-19 campaign in 2020, academician 

Zhong Nanshan bravely advanced, 

pursued the truth, and saved CHINA and 

saved countless lives.  

3.4 Originality, authenticity, honesty and respect  

Prof. Zhong Nanshan 

Win the National Medal  

3  Academic Ethics Construction 
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        Madame Curie was highly respected by 

Einstein, not only because she was twelve 

years older than he was, but also because 

of her noble personality, Curie had won 

the Nobel Prize in Physics and Chemistry 

twice (1903 and 1911) before he won the 

Nobel Prize in physics in 1921. 

      Einstein therefore praised her as "the 

only person in this century who has not 

been corrupted by fame".  

Madame Curie- Famous scientist 

3.4 Originality, authenticity, honesty and respect  

3  Academic Ethics Construction 
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Yuan Longping (Father of hybrid 

rice, won the first national highest 

science award)  

Chinese hybrid rice breeding expert, 

the pioneer of Hybrid Rice Research 

and development in China, is known 

as "the father of hybrid rice in the 

world".  

Yuan Longping is a pioneer and leader 

in the field of hybrid rice research. He 

is committed to the research of hybrid 

rice, and because of him, the goal of 

feeding 21% of the population on 7% 

of the cultivated land in CHINA 

realized.  

 

 

3  Academic Ethics Construction 

3.4 Originality, Authenticity, Honesty and Respect  
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sincerity   诚信  

earnest   认真  

cooperation   合作 

respect   尊重 

insist   坚持  

introspection         

反省 
 

3.4 Originality, Authenticity, Honesty and Respect  

Thousands times of teaching, teaching people to 

seek truth, thousands times of learning, learning 

to be a real person---TAO XINGZHI  

3  Academic Ethics Construction 
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microscopic macroscopic 

Imaging( super-resolution) 

LED & OLED & LASER DISPLAY 

THZ Security System & Endoscopy & Fiber optic current sensor 

Academic Ethics –Reasarch Achievement 

3  Academic Ethics Construction 



The Bright Future is 
Waiting for You！ 

THANK YOU 


